
When truth goes out the door, to
paraphrase Groucho Marx in Mon-
key Business, rumor comes flying
innuendo.
A tale of four committees: What

I like to call Parsec’s version of
Quadraphenia.
The umbrella organization of

Parsec, Inc. the non-profit organization is comprised
of of four standing committees.

Article 1 Section 1 of the bylaws:
The corporation shall have Standing Committees,

which currently consist of:
Program committee, responsible for monthly pre-

sentations to educate and entertain the members and
open to the public, and for creation and distribution
of the monthly newsletter.
Conference committee, responsible for organizing

and presenting conferences on Speculative Fiction in
all its forms, including the 3-day annual conference
entitled Confluence.
Workshop Committee, responsible for organizing

and conducting workshops for those wishing to learn
to write fiction in the speculative genre, including the
10-day annual workshop for teenagers on speculative
fiction named Alpha.
Publishing Committee, responsible for collecting,

editing, printing, and distributing collections of spec-
ulative works of fiction, created as original trade pa-
perbacks, chapbooks, or other media

Communications between these four committees
has been from non-existent to sparse in past years.
The Board of Directors has made it a part of its mis-
sion to improve the inter-committee communications.
It is a challenging charge that has gained some mo-
mentum this year. A search for the new Administra-
tive Director, as approved by the membership in the
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PARSEC is Pittsburgh’s premiere organization of
science fiction, fantasy and horror.  We sponsor an
annual conference, workshops for young writers,
lectures, and other events that promote a love of
the written word and a passion for speculative fic-
tion.  Our members include writers, teachers and
fans.  PARSEC is a 501c3 non-profit corporation.
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by Joe Coluccio

bylaws, is underway. One of the main purposes of the
AD will be to promote inter-committee communica-
tions. 
The goal is to cross promote the efforts of all the

committees. 
The goal is to attract new members. 
The goal is to provide a united front for fund rais-

ing efforts. 
The goal is to become serious about our mission

statement.

Article 2 Section 2 of the bylaws:
Specific Objectives and Purposes.
The mission of this corporation is to promote

awareness of the richness of speculative fiction as lit-
erature, art and music; further general education in
the sciences and arts, support contribution, both sci-
entific and artistic, to society and to espouse the en-
joyment of speculative fiction as literature, art and
music with others.
The specific purpose of the corporation is to:
1.  Provide an environment to allow and promote

understanding and exploration of ideas associated
with science and speculative fiction in all its forms.
2.  Promote recognition by the general public of

the richness and variety of the forms of speculative
fiction.
3.  Sponsor and promote conferences and work-

shops open to the public to encourage awareness, en-
joyment and the creation of speculative fiction in all
its forms.
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when out of 278 submissions there were 25 accept-
ances.  (This is indeed impressive, and stunned the
group, though I must admit I happen to know one
writer who’s been at this for decades, so Lackey’s
stats didn’t exactly blow my mind.)  That was essen-
tially her advice in sum: keep at it.  I think Stephen
King’s “On Writing” got mentioned. 

Minutes
by William Blake Hall, Secretary

January, 2015 Meeting

There were some pre-meeting murmurings.  Barb
Carlson calls upon any and all who are familiar with
WordPress to please come help with our website.
The Sheraton where our 2015 Confluence will be
held July 24-26 has magically transformed into a
Doubletree.  Our Rhysling-winning Mary Soon Lee
has had her poem “The Matter of the Horses” (and I
can vouch from personal experience that horses make
a good subject) turn up in Ideomancer.  She is now
working on a novel length book of poetry.  The
Christie Meierz book “The Fall” comes out in March.
As ever, Kira has Parsec T-shirts and “Partners in
K’Rhyme” disks available, and Greg continues to
mention items in our library, such as Wen Spencer’s
debut novel “Alien Taste.”  The short story contest,
theme “Lost Voices,” grinds along and had already
made six selections as of the meeting.  Tim Esaias
has just appeared in both Asimov’s and Analog, and
Eric Davin’s “Icarus at Noon,” which he once read
to us, made it into the “Best of Galaxy’s Edge” an-
thology. Our picnic is set for August.  (In business
after the meeting, Kevin Hayes made the necessary
deposit, and as of this writing should soon get reim-
bursed.)  In the raffle, yet another New Guy won, of
course, and walked off with the first five John Carter
novels in one volume.  On a personal note, I got to
feel vaguely Bondian procuring membership card
0007.  (Which nebula are we this time around, I’m
wondering?)
After Joe’s greeting and some general business,

our speaker was Jamie Lackey, the writer who has
taken over Parsec Ink from Steve Ramey.  She says
there have been 192 short story submissions and that
the contest remains open till the end of February
(which I guess in these pages translates to “Ya got
two weeks”).  She said they’re already getting
lengthy fantasy pieces and would appreciate particu-
larly short works.
Jamie’s presentation was called “Surviving the

Slush Pile” but was given more from a writer’s point
of view than an editor’s.  She mainly talked about the
importance of dedication.  In 2007 she made 20 sub-
missions and got one acceptance.  The number of ac-
ceptances in 2008, after 94 submissions?  Two
acceptances.  Then things began to break, as in 2013

R.I.P. Suzette Haden Elgin
brief bio by Eric Leif Davin

Suzette Haden Elgin (Patricia Anne Wilkins),
1936-2015. One of the most powerful -- and power-
fully feminist -- short stories I ever read was "For the

Sake of Grace," in 1969,
the genre debut by Suzette
Haden Elgin.
Elgin followed her

debut story a year later
with the novel "The Com-
munipaths." She may be
best known in the science
fiction field for her Native
Tongue trilogy.
However, she was also

a linguistics professor and
she had much success in
the field of linguistics
with her book, "The Gen-

tle Art of Verbal Self-Defense," for which she wrote
several sequels.
In 1978, she founded the Science Fiction Poetry

Association, and their Elgin Award is named in her
honor. The SFPA also presents the annual Rhysling
Award for the best science fiction poem of the year.
This year the Rhysling Award was won by Mary
Soon Lee, a member of Parsec, the Pittsburgh fantasy
and science fiction club.
Suzette Haden Elgin died on January 27.
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Monthly Meetings
February

Featured Speakers for February 14, 2015 – Time: 1:30
PM at the Squirrel Hill Branch of the Carnegie Li-
brary:

Mike Watt and Amy Lynn Best
Mike and Amy will discuss their experiences

writing, directing, producing and acting in such
genre movies as “Razor Days,” “Splatter Movie:
The Director’s Cut,” “Severe Injuries,” “The Resur-
rection Game” produced by their company Happy

Cloud Pictures.

Amy Lynn Best has studied acting and dancing
since she was three years old. She co-produced and
costarred in the independent feature horror film, “The
Ressurection Game”(2002), and like many independ-
ent film producers, she learned the film business from
the ground up. She has acted or worked on nearly a
dozen films, including the critically-acclaimed fea-
ture, “American Nightmare” (2000), “Razor Days”
(2014) “The Gorge” segment of George Romero’s
“Deadtime Stories 2” (2011), to name a few.
One of the few woman directors in indie horror,

Amy directed “Were-Grrl” (2002), “Severe In-
juries”(2003) and “Splatter Movie: The Director's
Cut” (2005)
Mike Watt, writer, director, and journalist, wrote

and directed “The Resurrection Game” (2001) and
“Bloody Earth Film's A Feast Of Flesh” (2007) (aka
“Abattoir”). He also wrote the screenplays for many
movies, “Severe Injuries” (2003), “Were-Grrl”
(2002), “Splatter Movie: The Director's Cut” (2008),

and Razor Days (2014) to name three.
He was the editor of Sirens of Cinema magazine

and the author of The Resurrection Game noveliza-
tion, the novel Suicide Machine, the short fiction col-
lection Phobophobia, Fervid Filmmaking: 66 Cult
Pictures Of Vision, Verve And No Self-Restraint and
Movie Outlaw: Film History's Rarities, Oddities,
Grotesqueries And Other Things That May Have Es-
caped Your Attention.

March
Featured Speaker for March 14, 2015 – Time: 1:30

PM at the Squirrel Hill Branch of the Carnegie Li-
brary:

Joshua Raulerson, PhD
The Punchbowl and the Fishbowl: Science Fic-

tion and the Singularity

Join PARSEC for a discussion of how SF – partic-
ularly in the post-cyberpunk stories of writers like
Charles Stross and Cory Doctorow – is using the trope
of Technological Singularity as a fictional device, a
commentary on technological modernity, and a means
of actively shaping the future.
The technological Singularity thesis, formulated by

Vernor Vinge and more recently associated with the
futurist Ray Kurzweil, is a fascinating bit of postmod-
ern historiography. It begins with an observation that
most of us accept without question – the pace of tech-
nological change has been astonishingly rapid in re-
cent decades, and indeed seems to be speeding up –
and then extrapolates these apparent facts to their log-
ical conclusion. The result is something both momen-

tous and totally unfathomable;
a historical reckoning we can
clearly see coming though, al-
most paradoxically, we can
only guess as to what changes
it might bring.
Joshua Raulerson earned

his PhD in English from the
University of Iowa in 2010.
His adapted doctoral thesis,
“Singularities: Technoculture,

Transhumanism, and Science Fiction in the 21st Cen-
tury”, was published in 2013 by Liverpool University
Press. Raulerson lives in Greenfield with his family
and a great many moldy paperbacks.  Pittsburghers
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may know him from his entirely unrelated day job as
the local host of NPR’s Morning Edition on 90.5
WESA.

April
Featured Speaker for April 11, 2015 – Time: 1:30 PM
at the Squirrel Hill Branch of the Carnegie Library:

Lawrence C. Connolly
Dreams, Memory, and Time Travel

A discussion of the manner in which dreams, mem-
ories and time travel are presented in a no-tech way
in my writing and how that presentation speaks to
something central to the human condition . . . and the
nature of story.
Lawrence C. Connolly’s books include the novels

Veins (2008) and Vipers (2010), which together form
the first two books of the Veins Cycle. Vortex, the
third book in the series, was released in November
2014. His collections, which include Visions (2009),
This Way to Egress
(2010), and Voices
(2011), collect his stories
from Amazing Stories,
Cemetery Dance, The
Magazine of Fantasy &
Science Fiction, Twilight
Zone, and Year’s Best
Horror. Voices was nomi-
nated for the Bram Stoker
Award, Superior
Achievement in a Fiction
Collection. He serves twice a year as one of the resi-
dency writers at Seton Hill University’s graduate pro-
gram in writing popular fiction and is a full-time
member of the English faculty at Sewickley Acad-
emy.

(Note:   This program or event is neither sponsored
or endorsed by Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh.

The Books Greg Has Read
by Greg Armstrong

The Very Nearly Honorable League of Pirates
#1: Magic Marks the Spot by Caroline Carlson
– This was good enough that I also got and read #2:
The Terror of the Southlands, I also had it sent to 2
nieces. This is YA fantasy in the fictional land of
Augusta. The main character is a young girl who
wants to be a pirate, but is sent to finishing school
instead. Not that she stays there…
Etiquette & Espionage: Finishing School Book
the First by Gail Carriger
– Actually, I read this a while ago, but I recently
finished Book 3: Waistcoats & Weaponry, after
Book 2: Curtsies & Conspiracies. I did send book
one to an older niece. This is another YA series that
takes place in Gail Carriger's "Parasol Protectorate"
universe, though a decade or two prior. This time,
the main character likes finishing school, because
they are teaching her to be a spy. And the school is
on an airship, of course. This is steampunk with
vampires and werewolves.
Witch with No Name by Kim Harrison
– This is the final book of The Hallows series,
which starts with Dead Witch Walking. In a world
where normal humans were nearly wiped out by a
virus spread by genetically modified tomatoes, the
magical races picked up the pieces and kept civiliza-
tion going. Now they are an accepted part of soci-
ety, and Rachel Morgan is a witch who teams up
with a vampire and a pixie to start their own detec-
tive agency.
Skin Game by Jim Butcher
– The latest of the Harry Dresden series, starting
with Storm Front. In most series, the first is the best.
But these get better after the first 3 or 4 books. But
the first ones were good enough to keep me going.
Too bad the TV series wasn't as good. Anyway,
Harry is the only P.I. who advertises in the Chicago
yellow-pages under "wizard."
The Bowl of Heaven / Shipstar by Gregory Ben-
ford and Larry Niven
– This two book series covers the events of humani-
ties first interstellar mission when they encounter a
space ship that uses a star for propulsion. The ship
is nearly half a Dyson sphere. Most of the books
above I read quickly, but this one was a slow read,
so that I wouldn't miss any important detail.

Continued on Page 7
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CinemaSins
reviewed by

Henry Tjernlund
Long ago my family would gather in front of the

TV on a late Saturday night and watch Chiller Theater
and make fun of the double feature sci-fi and horror
movies shown by Bill Cardille. He also made fun of
the movies and expanded his show to include other
people like the enchantress Terminal Stare. But then,
the comedy skit show Saturday Night Live came
along and that was the end of Chilly Billy. 
Then in 1991 the Comedy Central cable channel

started showing a show that did all the making fun of
movies for us. That show was Mystery Science The-
ater 3000 or MST3K to its fans. Having started a few
years early on a different channel, the show had  the
premise that the host had been tricked into a rocket
and launched into orbit (maybe outer-space depend-
ing on the episode) and "cheesy" b-movies were trans-
mitted up to him to monitor the bad movie's effects.
The shot-in-a-garage look was part of the show's
charm. Okay, skipping the rest of the description, as
if you don't know it already (you should), then you
can look it up. 
MST3K ended transmission just before 2K. Thus

we were back to having to make fun of movies by
ourselves. But from the online video haze came a new
champion of movie fun making. In 2012 the first in-
stallment of Everything Wrong with the Amazing Spi-
der Man in 2 Minutes or Less (breath) on the brand
new YouTube channel CinemaSins. I only discovered
this replacement for MST3K in late 2014. Voila, this
new, and highly compressed, movie fun making
venue would take movies, new and old and make fun
of their movie making flaws. Their motto being "No
Movie is without Sin." Each installment it titled
"Everything Wrong with [movie title] in [x] Minutes
or Less." Some are as short a two minutes, others ex-
ceeding twenty. 
How it works is they rapid fire clips from the target

movie and narrate what's wrong. In one corner is a sin
counter that rings a bell for each increment. Now,
being a filmmaker myself, they often find sinful prac-
tices that are standard filmmaking, such as compress-
ing time. But, it's lighthearted and they are not past
making fun of themselves. For some of the movie plot
holes, they are dead on. There are some running jokes
such as a sexist commentary about lap-dances, or the

lack there of. In rare occasions they will find some-
thing unusually redeeming (in their eyes) in a movie
(such as a lap-dance) where they will knock a few sins
off the counter. Be sure to watch all the way to the
very end where at times they will have a bonus round.
As of this writing they boast 172 movies and add a
couple more each month. 

Parsec News
& Announcements

Early registration is now open for our local SF/F/H
conference, Confluence, to be held July 24-26, 2015
at the Four Points by Sheraton Pittsburgh North. This
year’s Guest of Honor is Joan Slonczewski and the
Filk Guest of Honor is Brooke Abbey. http://parsec-

sff.org/confluence/
Parsec member Jamie Lackey had three short sto-
ries published in December. “Three Cups” is at
http://fictionvale.com/downloads/episode-five/.

“The Blood of Four Gods” is at
https://sites.google.com/a/newmyths.com/nmweb-

site/fiction/the-blood-of-four-gods
“Abram's Choice” can be read at http://www.perihe-

lionsf.com/1412/fiction_9.htm
Mary Soon Lee's poem "Reasons Not to Bother a
Dragon" appeared in Star*Line and may be read on-
line at http://www.sfpoetry.com/sl/edchoice/38.1-

5.html
"De-Light the Night" is a Pittsburgh project to
turn off nonessential, outdoor, city lights in honor of
Earth Hour, Mar 28, 2015, 8:30 to 9:30 pm. The peo-
ple at the Mayor's Department of Innovation and

Performance are organizing a yearly, city-wide cele-
bration of dark, the counterpoint to Light-Up Night.
2015 is the International Year of Light and, by turn-
ing them off, we hope to bring attention to climate
change issues, educate the public about the dangers
of light pollution, show off the wonders of the heav-
ens and change the public's perception that brighter
is always better. Come, help celebrate the dark. 
Diane Turnshek (Physics, CMU) will talk at 7 pm
on Thursday, February 19, 2015 at Thaw Hall, Room
102, in the Department of Physics and Astronomy,
University of Pittsburgh. The talk is free and open to
the public. The room is handicapped accessible with

prior notification. 412-624-9000
Henry Tjernlund's SF screenplay “Small Blue”
was the 3rd highest reviewed feature script on
Zoetrope.com for the month of Nov. 2014.



Book Reviews
The Fall by Christie Meierz 

reviewed by
Larry Ivkovich

Parsec member Christie Meierz’ third science fic-
tion/romance novel in her Tolari Space series, The
Fall, follows The Marann, Daughters of Suralia, and
Into Tolari Space: The First Contact Stories (a short
story collection). The Fall chronicles the further ad-
ventures of Earth women Laura Howard and Mari-
anne Woolsley and their assimilation into the alien
Tolari culture, personally, romantically, and politi-
cally. During a first-contact mission into Tolari Space,
tragic circumstances, including the death of Laura’s
husband and a bounty placed on Laura’s head by
Earth’s Central Command, have forced Laura and
Marianne to start new lives on this alien world.
As the main protagonist in this very well-written

novel, Laura is delighting in her “bonding” with the
empathic Paran, the leader of Parania, one of Tolari’s
cultural/geographic groups. As a developing empath
herself (having been “blessed” by the Jorann, the
planet’s supreme ruler – the blessing also bequeaths
a new youth and extended lifespan to the 64 year old
Laura), Laura finds herself both excited and fearful
of the mental powers developing within her. Romance
fans will find much to like in Christie’s descriptions
of the intimate scenes between Laura and the Paran,
with their feelings toward each other increased by
their empathic powers.
The description of Tolari customs and rituals is

well done. These are described down to the smallest
detail including clothing styles and colors and hair
styles. This aspect of the story really did transport me
to an alien world that, quite frankly, I’d like to visit. 
Not all is sweetness and light in this universe, how-

ever. A terrible accident injures Laura in a way more
damaging than anything physical. As a result, her re-
lationships with the Paran, Marianne, and the other
Tolari are put in jeopardy. 
Christie’s world and culture building are top-notch,

with conspiracies and political machinations around
every corner. The Monral, the empathic leader of
Monralia, strives to unseat the Sural, the empathic
leader of Suralia and the second most powerful ruler
on Tolari after the Jorann (being the Jorann’s grand-
son). The Monral, in seeking revenge against the
Sural for a presumed past injustice, will do anything
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to gain his own power, including committing violence
against a royal heir. When discovered, his murderous
acts put the relationship with his own bond-partner in
peril.
Only having read the preceding short stories, I’m

not really familiar with all of Tolari’s and 26th cen-
tury Earth’s cultural mores. As a result, sometimes
these futuristic women sound anachronistic with their
ideas of what’s “proper” in a relationship and how
much they want to please their men. I would think, in
the far future, these might not be issues anymore.
Then again, this is a romance and I imagine those
tropes are what fans of the genre are looking for. Also
some oft-repeated phrases throughout the book
tended to become a little jarring. 
Those are very minor complaints, though, as the

overall writing itself and the periodic suspense and
action lift the novel above any kind of futuristic
bodice-ripper, which The Fall is most certainly not.
Without giving anything away, the ending is great

(albeit a little confusing in a particular action taken)
and paves the way for the next novel in the series.
I would suggest, however, for the reader to start at

the beginning of the series to see how this all comes
about and to gain a little more understanding of this
very rich and interesting alien culture. 
Highly recommended. 

Alpha news
Young adult author Alaya Dawn Johnson will join

Ellen Kushner, Delia Sherman and Tamora Pierce as
an Alpha author guest this summer.
Johnson is the author of six novels for adults and

young adults. Her novel The Summer Prince was
longlisted for the National Book Award for Young
People’s Literature. Her most recent, Love Is the
Drug, was released this past September to a starred
Kirkus review. Her short stories have appeared in
many magazines and anthologies, including Asi-
mov’s, Fantasy & Science Fiction, Interzone, Subter-
ranean, Zombies vs. Unicorns and Welcome to
Bordertown.
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President’s Capsule continued from Page 1Greg Armstrong continued from Page 4
John Grimes: Lieutenant of the Survey Service
by A. Bertram Chandler
– This is a compilation of the books and stories
about Grimes' early years, before he joined the Rim
World confederation. I read many of these decades
ago, back in High School, I think. I had forgotten
enough that they seemed new again, and enjoyed
the reading. The Terran Federation is the main
human political power in space, with a couple of
smaller independents. There are also the Shaara, a
race of space-going bees. While the stories seem a
bit misogynistic by today's standards, I think that for
the time they were written (1960s), they were quite
liberal.
Sea of Shadows by Kelley Armstrong
– Fantasy about twin sisters who can talk to the
dead. First of a (two part?) series. I will get the sec-
ond book. This book covers the massacre of the
twins' village, and their journey to the capital to re-
port it.
Tomorrow and Tomorrow by Thomas Sweterlitsch
– Near future SF, 10 years after Pittsburgh was de-
stroyed by a terrorist's nuke, the main character
spends most of his time in the virtual reality
Archive, a collection of all the video data collected
from the security and other cameras that were in
Pittsburgh in the years before its destruction. He
visits his dead wife, and investigates other deaths
for insurance claims. When his drug problem gets
him fired, he is hired to locate someone who has
been systematically erased from the archive. I really
enjoyed this book, and will look for more by this
author, this being his first.
Ancillary Justice by Ann Leckie
– SF. This tale is written in two alternating parts:
the historical part, where the main character is an AI
running a military/police star ship, as well as all the
canon-fodder soldiers; and the "current" part, where
the  main character has but one body, that of a sol-
dier. In the historical part, the human officers on the
ship are individuals, and the ship does have prefer-
ences and likes. The historical part slowly explains
what lead to the circumstances of the current part,
where the main character is searching worlds for a
specific gun. I will definitely pick up the next book,
Ancillary Sword.
Echo Park, and The Overlook, by Michael Con-
nelly. 

– Detective fiction, these books are #12 and #13 of
Connelly's Harry Bosch series. In Echo Park, Harry
is in the Open/Unsolved unit of the Robbery Homi-
cide Division of the LAPD. A serial killer confesses
to several murders in order to avoid the electric
chair, but Harry doesn't believe he committed one of
them. In The Overlook, Harry has been transferred
to Homicide Special, which specializes in cases
which will likely take more investigation that aver-
age. He is called to the scene of an apparent execu-
tion, and it becomes a terror investigation. I have
enjoyed all of Connelly's books that I've read so far,
which include the 11 prior books in this series, and
several books involving other characters, some of
which you meet in this series. Several of these
books have been made into movies.
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Brief Bios
Victoria Lincoln & Amelia Reynolds Long

by Eric Leif Davin

Victoria (Endicott) Lincoln, (1904-1981): Lin-
coln was a historical novelist and biographer of

Teresa of Avila, with many
books and short stories in
her decades-long career.
Born in Fall River, Massa-
chusetts, as a child she knew
the famous Fall River axe
murderer Lizzie Borden,
about whom she wrote, A
Private Disgrace: Lizzie
Borden by Daylight (1967).
This won her the 1968

Edgar Allan Poe Award for Best Fact Crime Book
from the Mystery Writers of America.  
One of her more important historical novels is Feb-

ruary Hill (1934).  Her stories appeared in The At-
lantic Monthly, Collier's, Glamour, Good
Housekeeping, Redbook, Vogue, and, of course, The
Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction.  These
were collected in her book, The Wild Honey.

•
Amelia Reynolds Long (1904-1978): A resident

of Harrisburg, PA, Long wrote detective stories (as
"Peter Reynolds"), fantasy, and science fiction.  She
was a regular in Weird Tales between 1928-36.  Her
story, "The Thought-Monster" (Weird Tales, March,
1930), became the 1957 British film, Fiend Without
a Face.  Similar in theme to Forbidden Planet (1956),
a scientist perfected the ability to physically project
his thoughts, which then carried out dirty deeds.  It
was unusually graphic for the period.  
On a joint car trip Charles D. Hornig and Julius

Schwartz visited her in 1935 (when she was in her
early thirties) and found her wearing high buttoned
shoes and old-fashioned clothing from Civil War
days.  In 1963 Forrest J. Ackerman visited her and
found her still living alone in Harrisburg.  "I guess she
died a spinster," he recalled.  "I have only the vaguest
memory of her as being a kind of 50ish librarian
type...."  (Ackerman, Gosh!  Wow!  (Sense of Wonder)
Science Fiction, p. 531.)  She stopped writing SF be-
cause it began appearing in comic strips and she felt
it was undignified to compete with comics.


